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(54) HEADPHONE

(57) A headphone includes: a headband (2); at least
one sound-emitting unit including a sound emitter located
therein; at least one connector (4) connecting the
sound-emitting unit to the headband (2) such that the

sound-emitting unit is rotatable around a rotation axis
along an up-down direction; and at least one adjuster (5)
configured to adjust a rotation range of the sound-emit-
ting unit.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a headphone.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] A known typical headphone is worn on the us-
er’s head, covering the user’s right and left ears. A known
example of such a headphone includes: a pair of hous-
ings being placed on the right and left ears; a headband
being placed on the head; and connectors provided to
ends of the headband, the housings each being rotatably
connected to corresponding one of the connectors (see,
for instance, Patent Literature 1).
[0003] The pair of housings of the headphone dis-
closed in Patent Literature 1 each include a body con-
taining a speaker unit and a hanger supporting the body.
Respective sound-emitting surfaces of the bodies of the
housings, which face each other when the headphone is
in a normal use state, can be directed rearward by op-
positely rotating the housings. In other words, the hous-
ings of the headphone are rotatable by 90 degrees with
respect to the normal use state.

CITATION LIST

PATENT LITERATURE(S)

[0004] Patent Literature 1 JP 2016-5058 A

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

PROBLEM(S) TO BE SOLVED BY THE INVENTION

[0005] Some users, such as DJ (Disc Jockey), often
use a headphone in a different manner than ordinary us-
ers. For instance, due to the necessity of separately mon-
itoring music currently playing on site and music being
played next, a DJ sometimes listens to the music cur-
rently playing on site with one of his/her ears while mon-
itoring the music being played next with the other ear. In
this case, for instance, the DJ sometimes wears a head-
phone, putting one of the right and left housings to his/her
ear while holding the other housing with his/her chin or
the like or putting the other housing to the back of his/her
head.
[0006] However, rotation of the housings of the head-
phone disclosed in Patent Literature 1 is restrictable
merely at two positions such as a position corresponding
to the normal use state and a 90-degree rotation position
relative to the position corresponding to the normal use
state. Thus, the other housing is unlikely to be stably held
with the user’s chin or the like or put to the back of the
user’s head, since the other housing is rotated more than
necessary. In view of the above, the headphone dis-
closed in Patent Literature 1 has a problem of being dif-

ficult to stably wear.
[0007] Meanwhile, a rotation range of the housings
may be set smaller than 90 degrees. However, in this
case, a thickness (depth) of the headphone is less re-
ducible. As a result, the headphone would require a larger
storing space.
[0008] In view of the above problems, an object of the
invention is to provide a more user-friendly headphone.

MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEM(S)

[0009] According to a first aspect of the invention, a
headphone includes: a headband; at least one sound-
emitting unit including a sound emitter located therein;
at least one connector connecting the sound-emitting unit
to the headband such that the sound-emitting unit is ro-
tatable around a rotation axis along an up-down direction;
and at least one adjuster configured to adjust a rotation
range of the sound-emitting unit.
[0010] According to a second aspect of the invention,
a headphone includes: a headband; a sound-emitting
unit including a sound emitter located therein; a connec-
tor provided to the headband, the connector supporting
the sound-emitting unit such that the sound-emitting unit
is rotatable around a rotation axis along an up-down di-
rection; and an adjuster configured to adjust a position
where rotation of the sound-emitting unit is restricted.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWING(S)

[0011]

Fig. 1 is a front view showing a headphone according
to a first exemplary embodiment of the invention.
Fig. 2 shows a sound-emitting unit at a reference
position according to the first exemplary embodi-
ment as viewed from above.
Fig. 3 shows the sound-emitting unit at a first restrict-
ing position according to the first exemplary embod-
iment as viewed from above.
Fig. 4 shows the sound-emitting unit at a second
restricting position according to the first exemplary
embodiment as viewed from above.
Fig. 5 is a perspective view showing a part of a shaft
and an adjuster according to the first exemplary em-
bodiment.
Fig. 6 schematically shows the adjuster with the
sound-emitting unit being at the reference position
according to the first exemplary embodiment.
Fig. 7 schematically shows the adjuster with the
sound-emitting unit being at the first restricting posi-
tion according to the first exemplary embodiment.
Fig. 8 schematically shows the adjuster with the
sound-emitting unit being at the second restricting
position according to the first exemplary embodi-
ment.
Fig. 9 is a perspective view showing another opera-
tion unit according to the first exemplary embodi-
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ment.
Fig. 10 schematically shows a structure of an adjust-
er and a rotation range of a shaft of a headphone
according to a second exemplary embodiment of the
invention.
Fig. 11 schematically shows a sound-emitting unit
and an adjuster of a headphone according to a third
exemplary embodiment of the invention.
Fig. 12 schematically shows a sound-emitting unit
and an adjuster of a headphone according to a fourth
exemplary embodiment of the invention.
Fig. 13 shows a rotation state of the sound-emitting
unit according to the fourth exemplary embodiment
as viewed from above.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENT(S)

First Exemplary Embodiment

[0012] A first exemplary embodiment of the invention
will be described with reference to the attached drawings.

Overall Structure of Headphone

[0013] Fig. 1 is a front view showing a headphone 1
according to the first exemplary embodiment.
[0014] The headphone 1 according to the first exem-
plary embodiment is configured to be worn on the user’s
head and output sound to the user’s ears. As shown in
Fig. 1, the headphone 1 includes a headband 2, two
sound-emitting units 3 (3L, 3R), two connectors 4 (4L,
4R), and two adjusters 5 (5L, 5R).
[0015] It should be noted that "front" and "rear" here-
inbelow refer to front and rear with respect to a user who
wears the headphone 1. Likewise, "up" and "down" refer
to up and down with respect to the user and "right" and
"left" refer to right and left with respect to the user.
[0016] A feature of the headphone 1 according to the
first exemplary embodiment is that each of the sound-
emitting units 3 is supported by the corresponding con-
nector 4 to be rotatable around a rotation axis along an
up-down direction and each of the adjusters 5 is provided
to the corresponding connector 4 to adjust a rotation
range of the corresponding sound-emitting unit 3.
[0017] Fig. 2 shows one of the sound-emitting units 3
at a reference position as viewed from above. Fig. 3
shows the sound-emitting unit 3 at a first restricting po-
sition as viewed from above. Fig. 4 shows the sound-
emitting unit 3 at a second restricting position as viewed
from above.
[0018] Specifically, each of the sound-emitting units 3
is rotatably supported by the corresponding connector 4.
As shown in Fig. 2, the sound-emitting units 3 are each
at the reference position (a position of each of the sound-
emitting units 3 shown in Fig. 1) with respective sound-
emitting surfaces 3S of the sound-emitting units 3 facing
each other when the headphone 1 is in a state for normal
use, and are each rotatable within a range of 90 degrees

or less (first rotation range) from the reference position,
which is defined as 0 degrees, to the first restricting po-
sition where the sound-emitting units 3 each face rear-
ward. Further, each of the adjusters 5 is configured to
switch the rotation range of the corresponding sound-
emitting unit 3 to a range of 45 degrees or less (second
rotation range) from the reference position to the second
restricting position. The facing direction and restricting
position of each of the sound-emitting units 3 can thus
be adjusted depending on the state of use of the head-
phone 1.
[0019] Components of the headphone 1 will be de-
scribed below.

Structure of Headband

[0020] The headband 2 is an arched member wearable
on the head as shown in Fig. 1. The headband 2 is arched
from the sound-emitting unit 3L corresponding to the left
ear and the sound-emitting unit 3R corresponding to the
right ear. A left end of the headband 2 is provided with
the connector 4L connecting the left end to the sound-
emitting unit 3L and a right end of the headband 2 is
provided with the connector 4R connecting the right end
to the sound-emitting unit 3R.
[0021] It should be noted that an extension/retraction
mechanism capable of extension and retraction along
the arched shape of the headband 2 may be provided
near each of the right and left ends of the headband 2.

Structure of Sound-Emitting Unit

[0022] The pair of sound-emitting units 3 (right and left
sound-emitting units are denoted by 3R and 3L, respec-
tively) are configured to output a sound corresponding
to an inputted audio signal. Specifically, the left sound-
emitting unit 3L is located to be able to cover the left ear
and the right sound-emitting unit 3R is located to be able
to cover the right ear. The sound-emitting units 3 each
include a housing 31, a speaker 32 (sound emitter), a
pad 33, and a hanger 34.
[0023] The housing 31, which is cylindrical, contains
the speaker 32. The housing 31 is supported by the hang-
er 34 to be vertically rotatable around a rotation axis AX1
along a front-rear direction. It should be noted that one
of the right and left housings 31 is provided with an input
cord (not shown) connected to an acoustic device. The
acoustic device outputs audio signal for the left ear and
audio signal for the right ear, one of which is inputting to
the speaker 32 in corresponding one of the housings 31
through the input cord. Meanwhile, the other audio signal
is inputted to the speaker 32 in the other housing 31
through a signal wire (not shown) in the headband 2. It
should be noted that the audio signal(s) may be wirelessly
received without using the input cord.
[0024] The pad 33 is attached to a sound-emitting sur-
face, or a part facing the user’s head, of the housing 31.
The pad 33 may be made of a material with cushioning
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properties (e.g., low-resilience urethane) to be fitted well
on the head when the pad 33 is in contact with the head.
[0025] The hanger 34 supports the housing 31 while
being supported by the corresponding connector 4. The
hanger 34 includes a support 35 and a shaft 36 (see Fig.
5).
[0026] The support 35 is arched to be semispherical
along a circumferential direction of the corresponding
housing 31. The support 35 has opposite ends supporting
diametrally opposite ends of the housing 31. The housing
31 is thus supported by the hanger 34 to be vertically
rotatable around the rotation axis AX1 defined along a
horizontal direction as described above. The support 35
is inclined at a predetermined angle with respect to an
up-down direction as viewed from the front side of the
headphone 1.
[0027] Fig. 5 is a perspective view showing a part of
the shaft 36 and the later-described adjuster 5.
[0028] The shaft 36 projects upward from the support
35 to be rotatably supported by the corresponding con-
nector 4. When the hanger 34 is supported by the corre-
sponding connector 4, a center axis of the shaft 36 is
aligned with the up-down direction. As shown in Fig. 5,
the shaft 36 has an end (an end opposite the support 35)
provided with a recess 37 that is formed along a circum-
ferential direction of the shaft 36.
[0029] A fixed setting unit 51 (not shown in Fig. 5) of
the later-described adjuster 5 is located in the recess 37.
Additionally, a movable setting unit 52 of the adjuster 5
is positioned in the recess 37 depending on the state of
use of the headphone 1.

Structure of Connector

[0030] The pair of connectors 4 (right and left connec-
tors are denoted by 4R and 4L, respectively) are provided
to the right and left ends of the headband 2 as shown in
Fig. 1, respectively. The connectors 4 each connect the
headband 2 to the hanger 34 of the corresponding sound-
emitting unit 3. Specifically, the shaft 36 of the sound-
emitting unit 3L is rotatably supported by the connector
4L and the shaft 36 of the sound-emitting unit 3R is ro-
tatably supported by the connector 4R. The connectors
4 each receive therein an end of the corresponding shaft
36, while being provided with the corresponding adjuster
5.

Structure of Adjuster

[0031] Fig. 6 is a schematic view of each of the adjust-
ers 5 with the corresponding sound-emitting unit 3 being
at the reference position, showing that a first edge 371
of the recess 37 is in contact with the fixed setting unit
51 of the adjuster 5 while the movable setting unit 52 is
retracted from the recess 37.
[0032] The adjusters 5 (right and left adjusters are de-
noted by 5R and 5L, respectively) are each engaged with
the corresponding shaft 36, adjusting a rotation range of

the shaft 36 and, consequently, the rotation range of the
corresponding sound-emitting unit 3. In the first exem-
plary embodiment, the adjusters 5 are each configured
to switch the rotation range of the corresponding sound-
emitting unit 3 to one of the first rotation range and the
second rotation range. The adjusters 5 each include the
fixed setting unit 51 (not shown in Fig. 5), the movable
setting unit 52, a switcher 53, and an operation unit 54
(not shown in Fig. 6) as shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

Structure of Fixed Setting Unit

[0033] The fixed setting unit 51, which is substantially
in a trapezoidal shape as viewed in an axial direction of
the shaft 36 as shown in Fig. 6, is located in the recess
37. As the shaft 36 is rotated, the fixed setting unit 51 is
configured to come into contact with one of a first edge
371 and a second edge 372 of the recess 37 to restrict
the further rotation of the shaft 36, thus defining the ro-
tation range (first rotation range) of the shaft 36.
[0034] The fixed setting unit 51 includes a first fixed
setting portion 511 and a second fixed setting portion 512
opposite to the first fixed setting portion 511.
[0035] The first fixed setting portion 511 is configured
to come into contact with the first edge 371 of the recess
37. A position of the shaft 36 where the first fixed setting
portion 511 is in contact with the first edge 371 is defined
as a reference position. When the shaft 36 is at the ref-
erence position, the headphone 1 is in a state as shown
in Figs. 1 and 2, where the respective sound-emitting
surface 3S of the sound-emitting units 3 face each other.
In other words, the sound-emitting units 3 of the head-
phone 1 in this state each output sound in a direction
toward corresponding one of the user’s right and left ears.
This state is hereinafter referred to as "normal use state".
[0036] Fig. 7 schematically shows each of the adjust-
ers 5 with the corresponding sound-emitting unit 3 being
at the first restricting position. Specifically, Fig. 7 sche-
matically shows that the second edge 372 of the recess
37 is in contact with the second fixed setting portion 512.
It should be noted that the movable setting unit 52 is
retracted from the recess 37 in the state shown in Fig. 7.
[0037] The second fixed setting portion 512 is config-
ured to define the rotation range (first rotation range) of
the shaft 36 in conjunction with the first fixed setting por-
tion 511. The second fixed setting portion 512 is config-
ured to come into contact with the second edge 372 of
the recess 37 as the shaft 36 is rotated by 90 degrees in
a +D1 direction around a rotation axis AX2 from the ref-
erence position. The second fixed setting portion 512 re-
stricts the shaft 36 from a rotation of 90 degrees or more,
setting the shaft 36 at the first restricting position.
[0038] The headphone 1 is thus set in a state shown
in Fig. 3, where the respective sound-emitting surfaces
3S of the sound-emitting units 3 face the same direction
(the rear side in the first exemplary embodiment). The
headphone 1 in this state is to be stored in a storing case
or be carried. This state is hereinafter referred to as "stor-
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ing state".
[0039] The headphone 1 is thus configured such that
the hangers 34, or the sound-emitting units 3, are each
rotatable within the rotation range (first rotation range) of
90 degrees from the state where the first edge 371 is in
contact with the first fixed setting portion 511 to the state
where the second edge 372 is in contact with the second
fixed setting portion 512.

Structure of Movable Setting Unit

[0040] Fig. 8 schematically shows each of the adjust-
ers 5 with the corresponding sound-emitting unit 3 being
at the second restricting position. Specifically, Fig. 8
schematically shows that the movable setting unit 52 is
in the recess 37.
[0041] As shown in Figs. 6 to 8, the movable setting
unit 52, which is integral with the switcher 53, is brought
to a position where the movable setting unit 52 can come
into contact with the second edge 372 as the switcher 53
is moved.
[0042] When the movable setting unit 52 is moved into
the recess 37 as described above, the shaft 36 is rotat-
able within a rotation range (second rotation range) de-
fined between the reference position and the position
where the second edge 372 comes into contact with the
movable setting unit 52. The position where the second
edge 372 comes into contact with the movable setting
unit 52 is defined as the second restricting position.
[0043] It should be noted that assuming that the refer-
ence position is defined as 0 degrees, a rotation angle
of the shaft 36 allowing the second edge 372 to come
into contact with movable setting unit 52 is 45 degrees
according to the first exemplary embodiment. In other
words, the second rotation range according to the first
exemplary embodiment is from 0 degrees to 45 degrees
(inclusive).

Structure of Switcher

[0044] The switcher 53 is a slide member that is mov-
able using the operation unit 54 in a +D2 direction per-
pendicular to the center axis (rotation axis AX2) of the
shaft 36 and a -D2 direction opposite to the +D2 direction.
The movement of the switcher 53 in the +D2 direction
causes the movable setting unit 52 (a part of the switcher
53) to be retracted out of the recess 37 as shown in Figs.
6 and 7. The rotation range of the shaft 36 is thus defined
to be the first rotation range. In contrast, the movement
of the switcher 53 in the -D2 direction causes the movable
setting unit 52 to enter the recess 37. The rotation range
of the shaft 36 is thus defined to be the second rotation
range.

Structure of Operation Unit

[0045] The operation unit 54 is a member configured
to be operated by the user to move the switcher 53. The

operation unit 54 includes a body 541 shown in Fig. 1
and an actuating portion 542 shown in Fig. 5.
[0046] The body 541, which is a dial configured to ro-
tate coaxially with the shaft 36, is exposed outside to be
operable by the user. It should be noted that the body
541 is configured to rotate independently of the shaft 36.
[0047] The actuating portion 542 is engaged with the
switcher 53 to move the switcher 53 in the +D2 direction
and the -D2 direction with the rotation of the body 541.
[0048] By operating the operation unit 54, the switcher
53, or the movable setting unit 52, is moved into/out of
the recess 37, thus switching the rotation range of the
shaft 36 to either one of the first rotation range and the
second rotation range.

Another Structure of Operation Unit

[0049] Fig. 9 is a perspective view showing possible
another structure of the operation unit 54 (body 541A).
[0050] It should be noted that the body 541 of the op-
eration unit 54 in the form of a dial may be replaced by
a body 541A in the form of a slide switch as shown in
Fig. 9. In this case, the actuating portion 542 also causes
the switcher 53 to slide in the +D2 direction and the -D2
direction with the sliding movement of the body 541A in
corresponding one of opposite directions, thus switching
the rotation range to the first rotation range or the second
rotation range.
[0051] The bodies 541, 541A may be located at any
position where the bodies 541, 541A are at least partly
exposed outside. Specifically, as shown in Figs. 1 and
9, the body 541 (541A) may be located at a portion of
the connector 4 opposite to the user or located at a front
or rear portion of the connector 4. Alternatively, the body
541 (541A) may be located on a surface of the connector
4 facing the user.

Effects of First Exemplary Embodiment

[0052] When the rotation range of each of the sound-
emitting units 3 (3L, 3R) is switched to the first rotation
range of 0 degrees to 90 degrees (inclusive), the respec-
tive sound-emitting surfaces 3S of the sound-emitting
units 3 (3L, 3R) can be rotated to face the left and right
ears. Additionally, by oppositely rotating the sound-emit-
ting units 3 by 90 degrees, the respective sound-emitting
surfaces 3S are rotated to face the same direction. The
state of the headphone 1 is thus switched between the
normal use state and the storing state. The headphone
1 in the storing state has a reduced thickness (a dimen-
sion in the front-rear direction) with improved storability
and portability.
[0053] Meanwhile, when the user, such as a DJ, wears
the headphone 1 in a state different from the normal use
state with the rotation range of each of the sound-emitting
units 3 being adjusted to the second rotation range, the
headphone 1 can be put on the user with the sound-
emitting units 3 being fitted well to the user’s body. The
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user can thus be less disturbed by the sound-emitting
units 3.
[0054] The headphone 1 can thus be worn with im-
proved comfortableness.
[0055] As described above, each of the adjusters 5 can
adjust the rotation range depending on the state of use
of the headphone 1, thus improving the user-friendliness
of the headphone 1.
[0056] Each of the adjusters 5 is configured to switch
the rotation range of the corresponding shaft 36, or the
rotation range of the corresponding sound-emitting unit
3, to one of the first rotation range (0 degrees to 90 de-
grees, inclusive) and the second rotation range (0 de-
grees to 45 degrees, inclusive) smaller than the first ro-
tation range, which are defined with respect to the refer-
ence position being 0 degrees. This allows the rotation
range of each of the sound-emitting units 3 to one of the
first rotation range and the second rotation range to
achieve the above effects.
[0057] Each of the adjusters 5 includes: the first fixed
setting portion 511 configured to come into contact with
the first edge 371 of the recess 37 of the shaft 36 of the
corresponding sound-emitting unit 3 to define respective
first ends of the first rotation range and the second rota-
tion range; the second fixed setting portion 512 config-
ured to come into contact with the second edge 372 to
define a second end of the first rotation range; the mov-
able setting unit 52 configured to come into contact with
the second edge 372 to define a second end of the sec-
ond rotation range; and the switcher 53 configured to
move the movable setting unit 52 to switch the rotation
range of the corresponding sound-emitting unit 3 to one
of the first rotation range and the second rotation range.
The above arrangement allows the rotation range of each
of the sound-emitting units 3 to be switched to one of the
first rotation range and the second rotation range by mov-
ing the movable setting unit 52 using the switcher 53.
The rotation range can thus be reliably and easily
switched.
[0058] The sound-emitting units 3 each include the
shaft 36 along the rotation axis AX2 and an outer circum-
ferential surface of the shaft 36 is provided with the recess
37 recessed radially inward. The first fixed setting portion
511 and the second fixed setting portion 512 are located
in the recess 37 at positions where the first fixed setting
portion 511 and the second fixed setting portion 512 are
to come into contact with the first edge 371 and the sec-
ond edge 372, respectively. Further, the movable setting
unit 52 is moved into/out of the recess 37 by the switcher
53. The rotation range can thus be switched to the first
rotation range by moving the movable setting unit 52 out
of the recess 37. Additionally, the rotation range can be
switched to the second rotation range by moving the mov-
able setting unit 52 into the recess 37. A switching mech-
anism for the rotation range can thus be simplified.
[0059] The switcher 53 is the slide member configured
to slide the movable setting unit 52 in the +D2 direction
and the -D2 direction perpendicular to the rotation axis

AX2 of the shaft 36. This arrangement allows the switcher
53 to slide, causing the movement of the movable setting
unit 52 to switch the rotation range. With the use of the
operation unit 54, which includes the body 541A in the
form of a slide switch, to move the movable setting unit
52, the rotation range can be easily switched with a sim-
plified switching structure for the rotation range.
[0060] The headphone 1 includes the sound-emitting
units 3 (3R, 3L), the connectors 4 (4R, 4L), and the ad-
justers 5 (5R, 5L), which are located at right and left of
the headband 2, respectively. Assuming that the posi-
tions of the sound-emitting units 3 with the respective
sound-emitting surfaces 3S facing each other are defined
as 0 degrees, the rotation range of each of the sound-
emitting units 3 can be adjusted within the rotation angle
range of 0 degrees to 90 degrees (inclusive). Thus, when
a rotation angle of each of the sound-emitting units 3 is
0 degrees, the sound-emitting units 3 are set in the nor-
mal use state to be put on the right and left ears. Mean-
while, when the rotation angle of each of the sound-emit-
ting units 3 is 90 degrees, the sound-emitting units 3 can
be positioned with the respective sound-emitting surfac-
es 3S facing the same direction, improving the storability
and portability of the headphone 1. Additionally, when
the rotation angle is defined to be the second rotation
range of not less than 0 degrees but less than 90 degrees,
the headphone 1 can be worn with improved comforta-
bleness.
[0061] The above arrangement can thus reliably im-
prove the user-friendliness of the headphone 1.
[0062] The headphone 1 according to the first exem-
plary embodiment includes the headband 2, the sound-
emitting units 3 each containing the speaker 32, the con-
nectors 4 each provided to the headband 2 and config-
ured to support the corresponding sound-emitting unit 3
such that the corresponding sound-emitting unit 3 is ro-
tatable around the rotation axis along the up-down direc-
tion, and the adjusters 5 configured to adjust the position
where the rotation of the corresponding sound-emitting
unit 3 is restrictable. Among the above components, each
of the adjusters 5 switches the rotation range of the cor-
responding sound-emitting unit 3 to one of the first rota-
tion range and the second rotation range, switching the
position where the rotation of the corresponding sound-
emitting unit 3 is restrictable to one of the first restricting
position and the second restricting position according to
the first exemplary embodiment. This arrangement can
achieve the same effects of the headphone 1 as de-
scribed above.

Second Exemplary Embodiment

[0063] Next, a second exemplary embodiment of the
invention will be described.
[0064] A headphone according to the second exem-
plary embodiment is structurally the same as the head-
phone 1 except that each of the adjusters is configured
to define the rotation range of the corresponding sound-
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emitting unit (shaft) to be any range with respect to the
reference position within a predetermined angle range.
It should be noted that the same or substantially the same
parts as already described will be denoted by the same
reference characters hereinbelow for omission of the de-
scription thereof.
[0065] Fig. 10 schematically shows an adjuster 5A of
the headphone according to the second exemplary em-
bodiment and a rotation range of the shaft 36.
[0066] The headphone according to the second exem-
plary embodiment is structurally and functionally the
same as the headphone 1 except that it includes the ad-
juster 5A in place of the adjuster 5.
[0067] The adjuster 5A is located in each of the con-
nectors 4 (4R, 4L) provided to the right and left ends of
the headband 2 to adjust the rotation range of the corre-
sponding sound-emitting unit 3 in the same manner as
the adjuster 5. As shown in Fig. 10, the adjuster 5A in-
cludes the fixed setting unit 51, a movable setting unit
52A, and an operation unit (not shown) configured to
move the movable setting unit 52A in accordance with a
user’s operation.
[0068] It should be noted that the operation unit, which
is structurally the same as the operation unit 54, includes
the body 541 in the form of a dial and the rotation axis of
the body 541 is coaxial with the rotation axis AX2 of the
shaft 36.
[0069] The movable setting unit 52A is located in the
recess 37 of the shaft 36 along with the fixed setting unit
51 at a position (level) different from that of the fixed
setting unit 51 along the axial direction of the shaft 36.
The movable setting unit 52A is moved along the circum-
ferential direction of the shaft 36 (+D1 direction and -D1
direction) in accordance with the operation on the oper-
ation unit, thus defining the rotation range of the shaft 36.
[0070] Specifically, when the movable setting unit 52A
is moved to a position aligned with the fixed setting unit
51, the rotation range of the shaft 36 is defined to be the
first rotation range of 0 degrees to 90 degrees (inclusive)
from the reference position, where the first fixed setting
portion 511 of the fixed setting unit 51 comes into contact
with the first edge 371, to the first restricting position,
where the second fixed setting portion 512 comes into
contact with the second edge 372.
[0071] Meanwhile, when the movable setting unit 52A
is moved in the -D1 direction from the position aligned
with the fixed setting unit 51, the second edge 372 comes
into contact with the movable setting unit 52A as the shaft
36 is rotated in the +D1 direction, restricting a further
rotation of the shaft 36 in the +D1 direction. In this case,
the rotation range of the shaft 36 becomes smaller than
the first rotation range to be defined as a range (second
rotation range) between the reference position, where
the first edge 371 comes into contact with the fixed setting
unit 51, to the second restricting position, where the sec-
ond edge 372 comes into contact with the movable set-
ting unit 52A.
[0072] The position of the movable setting unit 52A in

the recess 37 can be adjusted to any position by the user
as desired. It should be noted that the movable setting
unit 52A is movable into an area defined in the -D1 di-
rection with respect to the setting unit 51 but not movable
into an area in the +D1 direction beyond the fixed setting
unit 51 in Fig. 10.

Effects of Second Exemplary Embodiment

[0073] The headphone according to the second exem-
plary embodiment as described above can achieve not
only the same effects as those of the headphone 1 but
also the following effects.
[0074] The adjuster 5A includes: the fixed setting unit
51 (first fixed setting portion 511) configured to come into
contact with the first edge 371 of the recess 37 of the
shaft 36 of the corresponding sound-emitting unit 3 to
define the first end of the rotation range of the corre-
sponding sound-emitting unit 3; and the movable setting
unit 52A configured to come into contact with the second
edge 372 of the recess 37 through movement along the
circumferential direction (+D1 direction and -D1 direc-
tion) around the rotation axis AX2 of the shaft 36 to define
the second end of the rotation range of the corresponding
sound-emitting unit 3. This arrangement allows the rota-
tion range of each of the sound-emitting units 3 to be
defined as desired based on the position of the movable
setting unit 52A, thus defining the position where the ro-
tation of the sound-emitting unit 3 (shaft 36) is restricted
so that the sound-emitting unit 3 is not further rotated as
desired.
[0075] The adjuster 5A includes the operation unit that
includes the body 541 in the form of a dial configured to
move the movable setting unit 52A along the circumfer-
ential direction around the rotation axis AX2. The mova-
ble setting unit 52A can thus be easily set at a desired
position by rotating the body 541. Additionally, since the
rotation axis of the body 541 is coaxial with the rotation
axis AX2 of the shaft 36, the user can intuitively define
the rotation range. The rotation range can thus be easily
defined.

Third Exemplary Embodiment

[0076] Next, a third exemplary embodiment of the in-
vention will be described.
[0077] A headphone according to the third exemplary
embodiment is structurally the same as the headphone
1 except that each of the adjusters is configured to define
the rotation range of the corresponding sound-emitting
unit (shaft) in increments of a predetermined angle. It
should be noted that the same or substantially the same
parts as already described will be denoted by the same
reference characters hereinbelow for omission of the de-
scription thereof.
[0078] Fig. 11 schematically shows a structure of a
shaft 36B and an adjuster 5B of the headphone according
to the third exemplary embodiment. It should be noted
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that Fig. 11 shows that a second edge 53B2 of a later-
described rotation restricting unit 52B is in contact with
a second-end-setting portion 51B4.
[0079] The headphone according to the third exempla-
ry embodiment is structurally and functionally the same
as the headphone 1 except that it includes a sound-emit-
ting unit 3B and the adjuster 5B in place of the sound-
emitting unit 3 and the adjuster 5.
[0080] The sound-emitting unit 3B is structurally and
functionally the same as the sound-emitting unit 3 except
that the sound-emitting unit 3B includes the shaft 36B in
place of the shaft 36. The shaft 36B, which is not illus-
trated in detail, projects upward from the support 35 (see
Fig. 1) to be rotatably supported by the corresponding
connector 4 in the same manner as the shaft 36. Unlike
the shaft 36, the shaft 36B is not provided with the recess
37 as shown in Fig. 11. The shaft 36B is provided with,
in place of the recess 37, the rotation restricting unit 52B
with a later-described recess 53B.
[0081] The adjuster 5B is located in each of the con-
nectors 4 (4R, 4L) provided to the right and left ends of
the headband 2 to adjust the rotation range of the corre-
sponding sound-emitting unit 3B in the same manner as
the adjuster 5. The adjuster 5B includes a multistep set-
ting unit 51B, the rotation restricting unit 52B, and an
operation unit (not shown) as shown in Fig. 11.
[0082] Among the above components, the rotation re-
stricting unit 52B, which is a cylindrical member with an
outer circumferential surface that is partly provided with
the recess 53B, is provided to the shaft 36B to be rotat-
able with the shaft 36B.
[0083] The recess 53B is formed along a circumferen-
tial direction of the shaft 36B, or a circumferential direc-
tion of the rotation restricting unit 52B, in the same man-
ner as the recess 37 (see Fig. 6). The recess 53B has a
first edge 53B1 facing the +D1 direction, which is config-
ured to come into contact with a first-end-setting portion
51B1 of the multistep setting unit 51B as the shaft 36B
is rotated in the -D1 direction around the rotation axis
AX2 along the up-down direction.
[0084] The second edge 53B2, which faces the -D1
direction, is configured to come into contact with one of
second-end-setting portions 51B2 to 51B4 of the multi-
step setting unit 51B as the shaft 36B is rotated in the
+D1 direction.
[0085] The user can move the rotation restricting unit
52B along an axial direction of the shaft 36B by operating
the operation unit.
[0086] The multistep setting unit 51B includes the first-
end-setting portion 51B1 and the plurality of second-end-
setting portions 51B2 to 51B4, which are located in the
recess 53B to define a rotation range of the shaft 36B.
In the third exemplary embodiment, the multistep setting
unit 51B includes the three second-end-setting portions
51B2 to 51B4.
[0087] The first-end-setting portion 51B1 is configured
to come into contact with the first edge 53B1 as described
above. A position where the first-end-setting portion

51B1 comes into contact with the first edge 53B1 is de-
fined as a reference positon according to the third the
exemplary embodiment, which corresponds to the nor-
mal use state of the corresponding sound-emitting unit
3 as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
[0088] The second-end-setting portions 51B2 to 51B4
are each arranged opposite to the first-end-setting por-
tion 51B1 in the multistep setting unit 51B. The second-
end-setting portions 51B2 to 51B4 are arranged in the
recess 53B at different positions in the circumferential
direction of the shaft 36B, while being arranged at differ-
ent positions in the axial direction of the shaft 36B
(aligned with the rotation axis AX2).
[0089] Specifically, the second-end-setting portion
51B2 is located further in the -D1 direction with respect
to the first-end-setting portion 51B1, the second-end-set-
ting portion 51B3 is located further in the -D1 direction
with respect to the second-end-setting portion 51B2, and
the second-end-setting portion 51B4 is located further in
the -D1 direction with respect to the second-end-setting
portion 51B3. It should be noted that the second-end-
setting portions 51B3 and 51B4 are arranged in the -D1
direction every 22.5 degrees with respect to the position
of the second-end-setting portion 51B2 being 0 degrees
in the third exemplary embodiment.
[0090] Additionally, the second-end-setting portion
51B3 is located at a side around the axial direction of the
shaft 36B with respect to the second-end-setting portion
51B2 and the second-end-setting portion 51B4 is located
further at the same side with respect to the second-end-
setting portion 51B3. It should be noted that the first-end-
setting portion 51B1 extends along the axial direction of
the shaft 36B to be able to come into contact with the
first edge 53B1 irrespective of the position (level) of the
rotation restricting unit 52B.

Rotation Range of Sound-Emitting Unit

[0091] When the rotation restricting unit 52B is present
at the same position (level) as the first-end-setting portion
51B1 and the second-end-setting portion 51B2 in the ax-
ial direction of the shaft 36B (i.e., the rotation restricting
unit 52B is present within one of planes perpendicular to
the axial direction where the first-end-setting portion
51B1 and the second-end-setting portion 51B2 are ar-
ranged), a rotation range of the rotation restricting unit
52B, or the rotation range of the shaft 36B (sound-emit-
ting unit 3B), is from the reference position to a position
(first restricting position) where the second edge 53B2
comes into contact with the second-end-setting portion
51B2. Such a rotation range is from 0 degrees to 90 de-
grees (inclusive) as defined between the reference po-
sition and the first restricting position. It should be noted
that a state where the second-end-setting portion 51B2
is in contact with the second edge 53B2 corresponds to
the storing state of the sound-emitting unit 3B shown in
Fig. 3.
[0092] Meanwhile, when the rotation restricting unit
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52B is present at the same position (level) as the first-
end-setting portion 51B1 and the second-end-setting
portion 51B3 in the axial direction of the shaft 36B, the
rotation range of the shaft 36B (sound-emitting unit 3B)
is from the reference position to a position (second re-
stricting position) where the second edge 53B2 comes
into contact with the second-end-setting portion 51B3.
Such a rotation range is from 0 degrees to 67.5 degrees
(inclusive) as defined between the reference position and
the second restricting position.
[0093] Likewise, when the rotation restricting unit 52B
is present at the same position (level) as the first-end-
setting portion 51B1 and the second-end-setting portion
51B4 in the axial direction of the shaft 36B, the rotation
range of the shaft 36B (sound-emitting unit 3B) is from
the reference position to a position (third restricting po-
sition) where the second edge 53B2 comes into contact
with the second-end-setting portion 51B4. Such a rota-
tion range is from 0 degrees to 45 degrees (inclusive)
between the reference position and the third restricting
position.
[0094] Thus, by adjusting the position (level) of the ro-
tation restricting unit 52B in the axial direction of the shaft
36B, the rotation range of the shaft 36B, or the rotation
range of the sound-emitting unit 3B, can be adjusted to
one of the range of 0 degrees to 45 degrees (inclusive),
the range of 0 degrees to 67.5 degrees (inclusive), and
the range of 0 degrees to 90 degrees (inclusive). It should
be noted that the range of 0 degrees to 90 degrees (in-
clusive) according to the third exemplary embodiment
corresponds to the first rotation range according to the
invention, and the range of 0 degrees to 45 degrees (in-
clusive) and the range of 0 degrees to 67.5 degrees (in-
clusive) according to the third exemplary embodiment
each correspond to the second rotation range of the in-
vention.

Effects of Third Exemplary Embodiment

[0095] The headphone according to the third exempla-
ry embodiment as described above can achieve not only
the same effects as those of the headphone 1 but also
the following effects.
[0096] The adjuster 5B includes: the first-end-setting
portion 51B1 configured to define the first end of the ro-
tation range of the corresponding sound-emitting unit 3B;
the second-end-setting portions 51B2 to 51B4 arranged
at the different positions (levels) in the axial direction of
the shaft 36B (aligned with the rotation axis AX2) while
being arranged at the different positions in the circum-
ferential direction around the rotation axis AX2, the sec-
ond-end-setting portions 51B2 to 51B4 being configured
to define the second end of the rotation range of the cor-
responding sound-emitting unit 3B; and the rotation re-
stricting unit 52B provided to the shaft 36B to be movable
along the rotation axis AX2, the rotation restricting unit
52B being configured to come into contact with the first-
end-setting portion 51B1 and one of the second-end-set-

ting portions 51B2 to 51B4 to restrict the rotation of the
sound-emitting unit 3B around the rotation axis AX2. This
arrangement allows the rotation restricting unit 52B to be
moved along the rotation axis AX2 to the position (level)
where the rotation restricting unit 52B comes into contact
with one of the second-end-setting portions 51B2 to 51B4
to switch the rotation range of the corresponding sound-
emitting unit 3B. The rotation range of the corresponding
sound-emitting unit 3B can thus be reliably switched,
thereby switching the position where the rotation of the
corresponding sound-emitting unit 3B (shaft 36B) is re-
stricted so that the corresponding sound-emitting unit 3B
is not further rotated.

Modifications of Third Exemplary Embodiment

[0097] In the third exemplary embodiment, the rotation
restricting unit 52B is moved along the axial direction of
the shaft 36B to select one of the second-end-setting
portions 51B2 to 51B4 that is to come into contact with
the second edge 53B2 of the rotation restricting unit 52B.
However, the invention is not limited thereto. The rotation
restricting unit 52B may be integral with the shaft 36B
and not be movable along the axial direction of the shaft
36B in the same manner as the shaft 36 according to the
first and second exemplary embodiments. In other words,
the shaft 36B and the rotation restricting unit 52B may
be replaced by the shaft 36.
[0098] In this case, for instance, the multistep setting
unit 51B may be configured to be movable along the axial
direction without changing the position (level) of the re-
cess in the axial direction to change the one of the sec-
ond-end-setting portions 51B2 to 51B4 that is to come
into contact with the edge of the recess.
[0099] Additionally, the second-end-setting portions
51B3, 51B4 may be projected with respect to the second-
end-setting portion 51B2 in response to the user’s oper-
ation on the operation unit.
[0100] For instance, an alternative arrangement (not
shown) may be employed where by operating the oper-
ation unit when the second-end-setting portions 51B3,
51B4 are present at the same position (level) as the sec-
ond-end-setting portion 51B2 (when the rotation range
of the shaft 36 is from 0 degrees to 90 degrees, inclusive),
the second-end-setting portions 51B3, 51B4 (at least the
second-end-setting portion 51B3) are projected to the
second restricting position so that the second edge 372
comes into contact with the second-end-setting portion
51B3. In this case, the rotation range of the shaft 36 is
from 0 degrees to 67.5 degrees (inclusive).
[0101] Moreover, by further operating the operation
unit, the second-end-setting portion 51B4 may be pro-
jected to the third restricting position so that the second
edge 372 comes into contact with the second-end-setting
portion 51B4. In this case, the rotation range of the shaft
36 is from 0 degrees to 45 degrees (inclusive).
[0102] The adjuster with the above arrangement can
also achieve the same effects as those of the headphone
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according to the third exemplary embodiment.

Fourth Exemplary Embodiment

[0103] Next, a fourth exemplary embodiment of the in-
vention will be described. A headphone according to the
fourth exemplary embodiment is structurally the same as
the headphone 1 except that the shaft, or the hanger, is
engageable every predetermined angle within the rota-
tion range. It should be noted that the same or substan-
tially the same parts as already described will be denoted
by the same reference characters hereinbelow for omis-
sion of the description thereof.
[0104] Fig. 12 schematically shows a structure of a
sound-emitting unit 3C and an adjuster 5C of a head-
phone 1C according to the fourth exemplary embodi-
ment.
[0105] The headphone 1C according to the fourth ex-
emplary embodiment is structurally the same as the
headphone 1 except that the headphone 1C includes the
sound-emitting unit 3C and the adjuster 5C in place of
the sound-emitting unit 3 and the adjuster 5.
[0106] The sound-emitting unit 3C is structurally the
same as the sound-emitting unit 3 except that the sound-
emitting unit 3C includes a shaft 36C in place of the shaft
36, the shaft 36C being provided with cuts 36C1 to 36C7
in addition to the recess 37.
[0107] The cuts 36C1 to 36C7 are formed at regular
intervals along an outer circumferential surface of the
shaft 36C. In the fourth exemplary embodiment, the cuts
36C1 to 36C7 are formed every 15 degrees around a
center axis of the shaft 36C. A later-described insertion
portion 5C1 of the adjuster 5C is to be received in one
of the cuts 36C1 to 36C7.
[0108] The adjuster 5C is located in the corresponding
connector 4 to adjust a rotation range of the shaft 36C
and, consequently, a rotation range of the sound-emitting
unit 3C in the same manner as the adjusters 5, 5A, 5B.
The adjuster 5C includes the insertion portion 5C1 in the
form of a projection and a biasing portion 5C2 in addition
to the fixed setting unit 51 located in the recess 37 of the
shaft 36C.
[0109] Among the above components, the biasing por-
tion 5C2 is attached to an inner surface of the correspond-
ing connector 4 to bias the insertion portion 5C1 toward
the shaft 36C. The biasing portion 5C2 is an elastic mem-
ber made of, for instance, a compression coil spring or
rubber.
[0110] The insertion portion 5C1 is configured to be
received in one of the cuts 36C1 to 36C7 to lock the shaft
36C, thus restricting the rotation of the shaft 36C. To
allow the first edge 371 of the recess 37 to come into
contact with the first fixed setting portion 511 (to set a
rotation angle of the shaft 36C at 0 degrees), the insertion
portion 5C1 is received in the cut 36C1, which is one of
the cuts 36C1 to 36C7 that is located furthest in the +D1
direction. To allow the second edge 372 of the recess 37
to come into contact with the second fixed setting portion

512 (to set the rotation angle of the shaft 36C at 90 de-
grees), the insertion portion 5C1 is received in the cut
36C7, which is one of the cuts 36C1 to 36C7 that is lo-
cated the furthest in the -D1 direction. To set the rotation
angle of the shaft 36C at 45 degrees, the insertion portion
5C1 is received in the cut 36C4, which is the center one
of the cuts 36C1 to 36C7.
[0111] Fig. 13 shows a rotation state of the sound-emit-
ting unit 3C as viewed from above.
[0112] By inserting the above-described insertion por-
tion 5C1 in one of the cuts 36C1 to 36C7, the shaft 36C
is locked at a position as desired within the rotation range
of 0 degrees to 90 degrees (inclusive) of the shaft 36C,
where the fixed setting unit 51 comes into contact with
one of the first and second edges 371, 372. The sound-
emitting unit 3C is thus configured to rotate in the +D1
direction and the -D1 direction in increments of 15 de-
grees within the rotation range of 0 degrees to 90 degrees
(inclusive) as shown in Fig. 13.
[0113] Additionally, when the insertion portion 5C1 is
received in one of the cuts 36C1 to 36C7 by rotating the
sound-emitting unit 3C, the user can feel a click. This
helps the user to easily know the rotation angle of the
sound-emitting unit 3C.

Effects of Fourth Exemplary Embodiment

[0114] The headphone 1C according to the fourth ex-
emplary embodiment as described above can achieve
the following effects.
[0115] The adjuster 5C includes the insertion portion
5C1 (locking portion) configured to lock the shaft 36C in
increments of the predetermined angle (15 degrees in
the fourth exemplary embodiment) along the circumfer-
ential direction around the rotation axis AX2 of the shaft
36C. The sound-emitting unit 3C can thus be locked in
increments of the above angle by inserting the insertion
portion 5C1 in one of the cuts 36C1 to 36C7 of the shaft
36C. This allows for easily angling the sound-emitting
unit 3C as desired and reducing an accidental rotation
of the sound-emitting unit 3C.
[0116] The adjuster 5C of the headphone 1C includes
the fixed setting unit 51 located in the recess 37 and the
fixed setting unit 51 is configured to come into contact
with the first and second edges 371, 372 to define the
rotation range of the sound-emitting unit 3C (shaft 36C).
However, since the adjuster 5C includes the insertion
portion 5C1, which serves as the locking portion, and the
biasing portion 5C2, the fixed setting unit 51 may be omit-
ted. It should be noted that the fixed setting unit 51 con-
tributes to reducing an accidental rotation (turn) of the
sound-emitting unit 3C by 360 degrees or more due to
disengagement of the insertion portion 5C1 from one of
the cuts 36C1 to 36C7.

Advantage(s) of Exemplary Embodiment(s)

[0117] Incidentally, it should be understood that the
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scope of the invention is not limited to the above-de-
scribed exemplary embodiments but includes modifica-
tions and improvements that do not hamper the achieve-
ment of an object of the invention.
[0118] In the above exemplary embodiments, the ro-
tation range of the sound-emitting unit is defined to be a
range of 90 degrees or less with respect to the reference
position being 0 degrees. However, the invention is not
limited thereto but the maximum rotation angle of the
sound-emitting unit can be changed as needed in some
exemplary embodiments. Specifically, the maximum ro-
tation angle of the sound-emitting unit exceeds 90 de-
grees (e.g., 180 degrees) in some exemplary embodi-
ments. It should be noted that a rotation angle of the
sound-emitting unit of 360 degrees or more would cause
twist of the cord connected to the sound emitter located
in the sound-emitting unit, so that the maximum rotation
angle is preferably less than 360 degrees.
[0119] Meanwhile, when the sound-emitting unit is at
the reference position, the headphone is in the normal
use state. However, the invention is not limited thereto
but a position of the sound-emitting unit corresponding
to another state of the headphone is defined as the ref-
erence position in some exemplary embodiments.
[0120] Additionally, although the first fixed setting por-
tion 511 of the fixed setting unit 51 and the first-end-
setting portion 51B1 are not configured to move, they are
configured to move in accordance with a user’s operation
on the operation unit in the same manner as the movable
setting units 52, 52A in some exemplary embodiments.
[0121] In the first exemplary embodiment, the second
rotation range is from 0 degrees to 45 degrees (inclusive)
with respect to the reference position being 0 degrees.
In the third exemplary embodiment, the second rotation
range is from 0 degrees to 22.5 degrees (inclusive) with
respect to the reference position of 0 degrees and the
third rotation range is from 0 degrees to 45 degrees (in-
clusive). However, the invention is not limited thereto but
the maximum angle within each rotation range can be
changed to be any angle less than the maximum angle
of the first rotation range as needed. For instance, the
maximum angle of each angle range may fall within a
range of 40 degrees to 60 degrees (inclusive). In this
case, a user (e.g., DJ) can wear the headphone 1 in a
state different from the normal state with the sound-emit-
ting units 3 being fitted well to the user’s body. The user
can thus be less disturbed by one of the pair of sound-
emitting units 3.
[0122] In the third exemplary embodiment, the multi-
step setting unit 51B includes the three second-end-set-
ting portions 51B2 to 51B4, which are arranged at the
different positions (levels) in the direction along the rota-
tion axis AX2 while being arranged at the different posi-
tions in the circumferential direction around the rotation
axis AX2. However, the invention is not limited thereto
but the number of the second-end-setting portions can
be changed as needed in some exemplary embodiments.
Additionally, the angular intervals of the second-end-set-

ting portions 51B2 to 51B4 can be changed from 22.5-
degree intervals to any intervals, such as 15-degree in-
tervals, as needed.
[0123] In the second exemplary embodiment, the mov-
able setting unit 52A is configured to be moved to the
predetermined position in the recess 37 for defining the
first rotation range. In the fourth exemplary embodiment,
one of the plurality of cuts 36C1 to 36C7 of the shaft 36C
receives the insertion portion 5C1 to restrict the rotation
of the shaft 36C. The above arrangement of the second
exemplary embodiment and the above arrangement of
the fourth exemplary embodiment are combined in some
exemplary embodiments. For instance, an outer surface
of the movable setting unit 52A is provided with an inser-
tion portion in the form of a projection, recess members
configured to receive the insertion portion are arranged
every predetermined angle (e.g., 15 degrees) outside the
movable setting unit 52A in accordance with the move-
ment range of the movable setting unit 52A, and a biasing
member is provided to bias these recess members to-
ward the movable setting unit 52A in some exemplary
embodiments. Such an arrangement allows the movable
setting unit 52A to be moved using the operation unit with
a click feeling and the movable setting unit 52A to be
locked after moved.
[0124] In the fourth exemplary embodiment, the shaft
36C of the sound-emitting unit 3C is provided with the
cuts 36C1 to 36C7 arranged every 15 degrees around
the center axis of the shaft 35C and one of the cuts 36C1
to 36C7 receives the insertion portion 5C1 (locking por-
tion) to restrict the rotation of the shaft 36C and, conse-
quently, the rotation of the sound-emitting unit 3C. How-
ever, the invention is not limited thereto but the formation
intervals (formation angle) and/or the number of the cuts
can be changed as needed in some exemplary embod-
iments. For instance, the cuts are formed every 20 de-
grees in some exemplary embodiments.
[0125] In the above exemplary embodiments, the
sound-emitting units 3, 3B, 3C each include the hanger
34 supporting the housing 31 and including correspond-
ing one of the shafts 36, 36B, 36C engageable with cor-
responding one of the adjusters 5, 5A, 5B, 5C. However,
the invention is not limited thereto but the sound-emitting
unit does not include the hanger supporting the housing
such that the housing is rotatable while connected to the
connector provided to the headband in some exemplary
embodiments. In this case, the shaft 36, 36B or 36C of
the sound-emitting unit may be located at any position in
the sound-emitting unit. For instance, the shaft is provid-
ed to the housing and the housing is directly connected
to the connector and, consequently, the headband in
some exemplary embodiments.
[0126] In the above exemplary embodiments, the
sound-emitting units 3, 3B, 3C, the connectors 4, and the
adjusters 5, 5A, 5B, 5C are provided at the right and left
of the headband 2, respectively. In other words, the head-
phone includes the headband, the pair of sound-emitting
units, the pair of connectors, and the pair of adjusters.
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However, the invention is not limited thereto but the
sound-emitting unit, the connector and the adjuster are
provided at only one of the right and left of the headband
or, alternatively, only the adjuster is provided at only one
of the right and left of the headband in some exemplary
embodiments.

EXPLANATION OF CODE(S)

[0127] 1,1C...headphone, 2...headband, 3, 3B,
3C...sound-emitting unit, 32...sound emitter, 36, 36B,
36C...shaft, 37...recess, 4...connector, 5, 5A, 5B,
5C...adjuster, 51...fixed setting unit, 511...first fixed set-
ting portion, 512...second fixed setting portion, 52,
52A...movable setting unit, 53...switcher, 541...body (di-
al), 541A...body, 51B1 ...first-end-setting portion, 51B2,
51B3, 51B4...second-end-setting portion, 52B...rotation
restricting unit, 5C1...insertion portion (locking portion)

Claims

1. A headphone comprising:

a headband;
at least one sound-emitting unit comprising a
sound emitter located therein;
at least one connector connecting the sound-
emitting unit to the headband such that the
sound-emitting unit is rotatable around a rotation
axis along an up-down direction; and
at least one adjuster configured to adjust a ro-
tation range of the sound-emitting unit.

2. The headphone according to claim 1, wherein the
adjuster is configured to switch the rotation range to
one of a first rotation range and a second rotation
range smaller than the first rotation range.

3. The headphone according to claim 2, wherein the
adjuster comprises:

a first fixed setting portion configured to come
into contact with the sound-emitting unit to de-
fine respective first ends of the first rotation
range and the second rotation range;
a second fixed setting portion configured to
come into contact with the sound-emitting unit
to define a second end of the first rotation range;
a movable setting unit configured to come into
contact with the sound-emitting unit to define a
second end of the second rotation range; and
a switcher configured to move the movable set-
ting unit to switch the rotation range to one of
the first rotation range and the second rotation
range.

4. The headphone according to claim 3, wherein

the sound-emitting unit further comprises a shaft
along the rotation axis,
the shaft has an outer circumferential surface pro-
vided with a recess that is recessed radially inward,
the first fixed setting portion and the second fixed
setting portion are located in the recess such that
the first fixed setting portion and the second fixed
setting portion are to come into contact with first edge
and second edge of the recess, respectively, and
the movable setting unit is moved in and out of the
recess with use of the switcher.

5. The headphone according to claim 4, wherein the
switcher comprises a slide member configured to
move the movable setting unit in a direction perpen-
dicular to the rotation axis.

6. The headphone according to claim 1, wherein the
adjuster comprises:

a fixed setting unit configured to come into con-
tact with the sound-emitting unit to define a first
end of the rotation range; and
a movable setting unit configured to be moved
along a circumferential direction around the ro-
tation axis and come into contact with the sound-
emitting unit to define a second end of the rota-
tion range.

7. The headphone according to claim 6, wherein the
adjuster comprises a dial configured to move the
movable setting unit along the circumferential direc-
tion around the rotation axis.

8. The headphone according to claim 2, wherein the
adjuster comprises:

a first-end-setting portion configured to define a
first end of the rotation range;
a plurality of second-end-setting portions ar-
ranged at different positions in a direction along
the rotation axis while being arranged at different
positions in a circumferential direction around
the rotation axis, the plurality of second-end-set-
ting portions being configured to define a second
end of the rotation range; and
a rotation restricting unit provided to the sound-
emitting unit to be movable along the rotation
axis, the rotation restricting unit being config-
ured to come into contact with one of the first-
end-setting portion and the plurality of second-
end-setting portions to restrict rotation of the
sound-emitting unit around the rotation axis.

9. The headphone according to claim 1, wherein the
adjuster comprises a locking portion configured to
engage the sound-emitting unit at each predeter-
mined angle along the circumferential direction
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around the rotation axis.

10. The headphone according to any one of claims 1 to
9, wherein
the at least one sound-emitting unit comprises a pair
of sound-emitting unit, the at least one connector
comprises a pair of connectors, and at least one the
adjuster comprises a pair of adjusters,
respective sound-emitting surfaces of the pair of
sound-emitting units face each other at positions de-
fined as 0 degrees, and
the rotation range is adjustable within a rotation an-
gle range of 0 degrees to 90 degrees (inclusive).

11. A headphone comprising:

a headband;
a sound-emitting unit comprising a sound emit-
ter located therein;
a connector provided to the headband, the con-
nector supporting the sound-emitting unit such
that the sound-emitting unit is rotatable around
a rotation axis along an up-down direction; and
an adjuster configured to adjust a position where
rotation of the sound-emitting unit is restricted.
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